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The Virginia Rules of Evidence have a long history, beginning in 1983
when the Virginia State Bar appointed a committee to investigate the possi-
bility of developing Rules of Evidence. At that time, the Federal Rules
of Evidence were only a few years old and a number of states were de-
veloping codes of evidence of their own.2 The Committee reviewed the
growing nationwide reexamination of evidence law, and recommended that
Virginia establish a code of evidence.3  At the same time, the Boyd-
Graves Conference of the Virginia Bar Association also recommended the
creation of a code of evidence for Virginia. 4
The Virginia Supreme Court responded to these initiatives by appointing
a committee to draft evidence rules to be submitted to the Court. 5 The
committee, chaired by Professor Stephen Saltzburg of the University of
Virginia and John M. Oakey, Jr., a prominent Richmond litigator, consist-
ed of representatives from the trial bar, including both plaintiffs' and de-
fendants' civil attorneys, the Attorney General's and the Common-
wealth's Attorneys' offices, criminal defense lawyers, judges of the
Circuit and General District Courts, and four law professors. This
committee deliberated for over a year, and in late 1985 submitted a
recommended draft of the Rules of Evidence to the Virginia Supreme
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Court. Unlike the Rules finally adopted in 2012, the committee recom-
mended changes to Virginia law based on the committee's view of the
"best" of the federal rules and the rules adopted by various states. The
Supreme Court then submitted the draft rules for public comment and de-
liberation, but ultimately decided not to proceed with a code of evidence
and did not submit the draft to the Code Commission.
Despite the Supreme Court's rejection of the proposed Code of
Evidence, the Boyd-Graves Conference continued its efforts to create such
a code. In 1997, the Boyd-Graves Conference published "A Guide to Evi-
dence in Virginia." 9 Unlike the previously proposed rules of evidence, this
guide merely stated the current Virginia law on evidence, and did not rec-
ommend adoption of any changes to existing law. 10
The Guide's approach of disdaining any proposed changes,"while
creating "a single, organized body of principles for the convenience of
judges and practitioners alike,"l2 ultimately overcame objections from
most of those who had opposed an evidence code. The Guide also
proved to be one of the primary sources of reference in subsequent ef-
forts to develop a code of evidence. After years of study by various
groups, draft Virginia Rules of Evidence were distributed for public
comment three times by the Judicial Council of Virginia: first in 2005,
again in 2006, and yet again in February, 2007.13 The Rules finally were
adopted and went into effect on July 1, 2012.14
Initial reaction to the Rules has been mixed. Some have lauded the Rules
as a major aid to trial practice,15 while others have warned that the Rules
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will precipitate "a 'sea change' for trial practice.,,16 If such a "sea change"
were to come about, it would not be based upon any new approaches to
Virginia evidence law because the rules "state the law of evidence in Vir-
ginia. They are adopted to implement established principles under the
common law and not to change any established case law rendered prior to
the adoption of the Rules."17 Thus, any major changes in trial practice could
only arise if the rules alert trial counsel to a seemingly obscure evidence
principle stated in a long-forgotten case. Such a change would be all for
the good because enhancing counsel's greater awareness of existing evi-
dence law was the prime goal of efforts to adopt rules of evidence; i.e., "the
goal is to develop a volume that allows easy access - in one place - to the
governing principles which at present are embedded in 200 years of case
law, several statutes, and rules of court."18
The battle to adopt the Virginia Rules of Evidence took almost thirty
years.19  The battle to embrace the rules should go much smoother if the
bench and bar keep in mind a few fundamentals: Virginia has not adopted
the Federal Rules of Evidence;20 the Virginia Rules do not change existing
law; all case precedent21 and existing statutes remain the governing law. 22
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